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Introduction 

 
Established in 1977, the Ontario Association of Interval & Transition Houses (OAITH) is a 
provincial association that represents over 70 Violence Against Women (VAW) shelters, 
transitional housing and VAW community-based organizations. We work with our member 
organizations to strengthen the services they offer through training, education, public 
awareness, and advocacy. 
 
In addition to investments that we are outlining here in this submission, we have called for the 
current Ontario Government to implement a comprehensive province-wide gender-based 
violence strategy in all in our pre-budget submissions and presentations to the Standing 
Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs and to the Ministry of Finance (2018, 2019 and 
2020). Investments need a measurable plan, alignment across ministries and stakeholders, 
focused in both prevention and response, to improve outcomes for survivors and ultimately 
reduce the prevalence of gender-based violence.   
 
When women's shelters are unable to respond due to lack of bed space or when another safe 
alternative cannot be secured, it can mean the difference between further abuse or being 
killed. The demand for services far outweighs the funding received to deliver these services.  
Investing in community-based services will reduce government expenditure in costly systems.   
 

On behalf of our member organizations, we’re asking for the following: 
 
1. Stabilize VAW Enhancement Funding into Core Operating Budgets 
 
Over the last three years, VAW shelters have received VAW enhancement funding from the 
Ontario Government. This money has flowed outside of their core operating funding 
allotment. While this funding has been appreciated, it is OAITH’s position that it is time to 
stabilize this funding in the 2021 core operating budgets of VAW shelters. By stabilizing 
this funding into the core operating budgets, it will create continuity of service, improved 
quality, and increased service delivery.  
  
Currently each year VAW Shelters do not know if and when they will receive this enhancement 
funding. Sometimes this has been received in the spring and sometimes in the fall. This 
causes difficulties with respect to financial planning for the organization, ultimately impacting 
survivors of violence seeking their services.   
 

“Core funding ensures better long-term planning, based on a consistent and annualized 
budget. We would begin to implement enhanced statistical information, devoting more time 
and energy, in order to support choices that clearly demonstrate better outcomes for clients”  

 
- MCCSS East Region VAW Shelter Executive Director 

 
“Having the VAW Enhancement Funding integrated as part of our core annualized would 
allow us to make timely, effective decisions at the point of budget submission that would 
stabilize our VAW program and its operations for the year. It would allow the dollars to be 
used in strategic means for effective core program development, stability, and to remain 
viable”  

 
- MCCSS North Region VAW Shelter Executive Director 



 

  
“Knowing that this funding is annualized as part of our core operating budget would allow us 
to be more strategic in our planning. I would like to enhance some services and/or create 
new initiatives using fundraised dollars, but am hesitant to do anything knowing that I may 
have to redirect those funds back into core operating costs if the enhanced funding is not 
continued”  
 

- MCCSS West Region VAW Shelter Executive Director 
   
“Rather than planning, we are left scrambling to spend on the supports and services 
intended. If these funds were annualized and provided at the beginning of the fiscal year, 
our organizations would be able to plan better together so that more clients can benefit from 
counselling, cultural services, transportation, etc. 
 

” - MCCSS North Region, VAW Shelter Executive Director 
  
The crisis VAW shelters are in has been further exacerbated by COVID-19 through constantly 
changing public health advice, infection prevention and control requirements, and increased 
costs to keep their doors open during a global pandemic. We need to close the funding gaps 
this year so that shelters remain sustainable for the survivors who will need their services in 
years to come because of the pandemic.   
  

“The enhanced VAW funding has been critical in meeting our increasing service 
pressures. We are experiencing a crisis in the VAW sector with increased needs, no 
affordable housing and complex trauma. Without the enhanced funding, we struggle to meet 
these needs, especially now with the 30 percent increase in domestic violence since the 
pandemic started and our ability to fundraise has been critically diminished. Having this 
funding become part of our core budget allows us to do our planning in a more thoughtful 
and effective manner” 
 

 - MCCSS Central Region, VAW Shelter Executive Director 
 
As has been noted above directly from leaders across this province it is time to move from 
enhancement to stabilization. We know the investments are working, that the money is well 
spent and is providing value for money.     
 
2. COVID-19 Response in Congregate Settings-Continue These Investments in the 2021 

Provincial Budget 
 

Funding provided in 2020-2021 to respond to the pandemic has been able to keep the doors 
of shelters open. We are requesting continued access to funding to support both VAW shelter 
and non-residential gender-based violence programs in their mitigation strategies to respond 
to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, Infection Prevention and Control planning, training, 
access to personal protective equipment, alternative housing options and employee wellness.   

 
3. Alleviate the Bottleneck Crisis in VAW Shelters-Invest in More Housing for Survivors 

of Gender-Based Violence 
 

More affordable housing and programs to make existing housing affordable will work to ensure 
we have bed capacity in VAW shelters.  
 



 

 
Shelters remain full with little to no movement of bed availability because they have nowhere 
to move. When women cannot move out this means the next woman (and their children) 
calling our crisis line can’t get a bed. It means they remain in abusive and dangerous 
situations.  
 
4. Shelter Upgrades and Renovations-Invest in Large and Minor Capitol for VAW 

Shelters and Transitional Housing   
 
Both major and minor capital funding are required to respond to COVID-19 and future 
pandemic planning and restoration. Building condition assessments and further research can 
be done to make these informed decisions of what’s needed for the future of our services and 
building layouts.    
 
5. IT Infrastructure and Technology 
 
VAW Shelter IT infrastructure and technology requirements are changing because of  
COVID-19 and need to be considered within new funding streams to support innovation for the 
sector. Digitized delivery of specific services, reaching survivors and improved workplace 
hardware and functionality in the digital age are required.   
 
6. Invest in programs and services that support access to a guaranteed regular 

income, employment/education opportunities and access to affordable child care 
that are specifically designed to support survivors of gender-based violence.  

  
We need to create the conditions to lift women and children out of gender-based violence, so 
that they can move onto a violence free life for their families. Programs need to link income 
support with education, employment, affordable housing, child care, and services tasked with 
promoting safety from gender-based violence to improve social and economic outcomes. 
 

“The VAW enhancement to our budget has meant we have been able to focus our energy on 
providing services to women instead of having to figure out how to keep the lights on and 
food on the table at the shelter. As anyone can appreciate the cost of all things from utilities 
to groceries to staffing and insurance costs have risen over the years. This enhancement has 
addressed these increased costs in a way that has given the agency room to manage within 
our existing budgets for core needs. That allows fundraising to be directed towards service 
enhancements and things beyond our core needs. If this money could be incorporated into 
our core budgets the gap between what services actually cost and the funding, we receive 
could be reduced in way that is helpful to the women and children we serve”  

 
- MCCSS East Region, VAW Shelter Executive Director  


